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Abstract In this paper, a channel estimation (CE) and precoding scheme by using H-infinity (H-inf) criterion for mitigation of pilot contamination (PC) in massive multiple input multiple output (MIMO) orthogonal
frequency division multiplexing (OFDM) systems is investigated. Firstly, different thresholds in H-inf CE and
precoding are considered. Secondly, asymptotic analysis is presented to simplify the H-inf precoding, which
shows that the complexity of an order of magnitude is reduced. Thirdly, approximate downlink achievable data
rates per user are studied for different CE and precoding schemes, such as H-inf and minimum mean square error
(MMSE) CE, MMSE, zero-forcing (ZF) and H-inf precoding. The analysis shows that the proposed scheme can
provide dual mitigation to the PC. That is, the H-inf CE mitigates the PC by adjusting its thresholds, and the
H-inf precoding is utilized to suppress the PC by considering inter-cell interference. The numerical results show
that joint use of H-inf CE and H-inf precoding outperforms existing schemes in terms of mitigation to the PC.
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1

Introduction

Since multiple-input multiple-output (MIMO) technology is capable of significantly improving the capacity and reliability of wireless systems, it has been widely studied and applied to the existing wireless
systems [1–3]. In order to achieve more gains as well as to simplify the required signal processing,
massive MIMO has been proposed in [4–8] As a highly spectrally efficient technology, massive MIMO
is indispensable for future wireless communication system or architecture [9–11]. With perfect channel
state information (CSI) and zero inter-cell interference, massive MIMO provides multiple advantages
compared to traditional MIMO. Theoretical results show that having more antennas at the BS can help
increase the system capacity, simplify the signal processing methods, and reduce the transmit power in
uplink/downlink [12–15]. Moreover, the effects of uncorrelated noise and small-scale fading can be eliminated [13]. To avoid the high overhead of pilots, channel estimation (CE) in massive MIMO is generally
performed in time division duplex (TDD) mode [12, 13].
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However, ideal assumptions do not generally hold in practice, and the CSI is severely contaminated by
the interference. In a multi-cell scenario, accurate CSI is critical for achieving the advantages of massive
MIMO. Due to the mobility of users and the limited bandwidth, it is difficult to allocate dedicated pilots
to each cell for multi-user CSI estimation, thus the reuse of pilots is must. One of the problems of pilot
reuse is pilot contamination (PC), which is caused by allocating non-orthogonal pilots to the users in
different cells. Under the impact of PC, it has been shown that the achievable rate is saturated even if
the number of antennas at the BS increases to infinite [4]. In recent years, CE and precoding have been
respectively investigated to mitigate the PC in massive MIMO systems [16–26]. However, the existing
researches generally addressed these two issues separately.
For CE methods, minimum mean square error (MMSE) criterion in the presence of PC was commonly
used in [16–18]. A blind CE method based on eigenvalue decomposition (EVD) in [19, 20] was developed
to mitigate the PC by exploiting the asymptotically orthogonal channels between different users. In [21], a
CE technique was developed to mitigate the PC by utilizing partial decoded data. Besides, a compressive
sensing CE method was proposed in [22] based on physical channel with finite scattering model. The
existing researches are carried out mainly by considering single-carrier and flat-fading channels. However,
when the multi-carrier and multi-path channels are taken into account, the MMSE based CE cannot be
used directly, because the high overhead caused by computing the statistical property of channels in this
scenario will be impractical, especially for the signals from multiple cells.
For precoding, without consideration of cooperation among the BSs, there are two main approaches
to mitigate the PC: single-cell processing and coordinated (or called multi-cell) processing. Although
there is no information exchange overhead in the first approach, this precoding cannot mitigate inter-cell
interference (e.g., [23–25]). In order to suppress the PC effectively, the design of coordinated processing is
essentially necessary. To this end, Ref. [26] proposed a multi-cell MMSE based precoding by minimizing
the sum of its own squared error and the interference from other cells, which provides better performance
than several single-cell precoding methods. However, the complexity of estimating each precoding matrix
will be in the order of O(M 3 ), which leads to high complexity when the number of BS antennas is large.
H-infinity (H-inf) estimator, which shows an acceptable estimation performance without using accurate
statistical information, has been applied to estimate the channels in single-antenna single-carrier systems
[27]. To avoid high computational complexity, in [28], a simplified H-inf CE was designed for multipleantenna multiple-carrier systems. In [29], the H-inf CE was designed in multi-cell multi-user MIMO
orthogonal frequency division multiplexing (OFDM) systems [30–32] to render a substitute for traditional
CE methods (e.g., [33–35]) and the PC impacts on mean square error (MSE) of CE were analyzed. H-inf
criterion was applied again to design multi-cell precoding in massive MIMO OFDM systems [36]. It
has been shown that the downlink achievable rate obtained by using H-inf precoding outperforms that
by using single-cell precoding methods. However, in [29, 36], the identical thresholds in H-inf CE and
precoding were assumed for simplicity, and the proposed H-inf precoding involves high complexity because
of pseudo-inverse operations. Furthermore, the analysis of downlink achievable rate for joint use of H-inf
criterion in CE and precoding was not given in [36].
In this paper, a jointly utilizing H-inf criterion in both CE and precoding is investigated for massive
MIMO systems. Different from [29, 36], the scheme here is designed to take into account the effect of
different thresholds in H-inf CE and precoding on downlink achievable rate. Also, a low-complexity
approximate solution of H-inf precoding is obtained by applying the asymptotic analysis for large system
dimension. In order to assess the performance of this joint scheme, approximations of downlink achievable
rate for several precoding and CE methods (i.e., ZF, MMSE and H-inf precoding methods in the downlink,
MMSE and H-inf CE methods in the uplink) are analyzed. By using the H-inf precoding, the downlink
achievable rate can be enhanced because the PC is suppressed by considering the inter-cell interference.
The performance of H-inf percoding can be improved by adjusting the thresholds of H-inf CE, which
suppresses the PC and further enhances downlink achievable rate. Compared to the existing researches
in multi-cell scenario, the complexity of the proposed scheme is reduced to the order of O(M 2 ). Numerical
results show that joint use of H-inf criterion in CE and precoding illustrates significant rate gains compared
to existing combinations of CE and precoding.
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Figure 1

A massive MIMO system model with TDD protocol.

This paper is structured as follows. In Section 2, the two-phase system models are firstly given. Then,
the H-inf CE and multi-cell precoding are introduced in Sections 3. The performance of the proposed
scheme is analyzed in Section 4. After the proposed scheme is evaluated via computer simulations in
Section 5, the conclusions are drawn in Section 6.
The symbols used in this paper are as follows: Bold italic font variables denote matrices and vectors.
∗
(·) , (·)T and (·)H represent the conjugate, transpose and the Hermitian transpose operations. (·)† denote
the inverse and pseudo inverse operations. tr{·} stands for the trace operation, E [·] and var [·] represent
expectation and variance. I N is N -dimensional identity matrix, and diag{·} stands for diagonal matrix.
CN (Γ, Υ) is complex Gaussian distribution with mean Γ and covariance matrix Υ.

2

System model

Consider a multi-cell multi-user MIMO OFDM system with Q cells, each of which consists of one BS
with M antennas and K single-antenna mobile terminals, as shown in Figure 1. The number of OFDM
subcarriers is N . The frequency selective channel is modelled as a finite-duration channel impulse response
(CIR) with L paths. We assume all uplink pilots transmissions and BS receptions are synchronous, which
provides a worst case scenario from a pilot contamination point of view. In TDD mode channel reciprocity
is assumed, and in this case uplink channel is used as an estimation of downlink channel [4].
Two phases are included in this communication scheme: uplink pilot transmission and downlink precoded data transmission. In the first phase or time instant, users in each cell synchronously transmit
mutually orthogonal pilot sequences, and the same set of orthogonal pilot sequences is reused in every
cell so that the channel estimation is corrupted by pilot contamination from adjacent cells. In the second
phase or time instant, after correlating the received pilot sequences at the same time, the BS estimate
the uplink channels. Based on channel reciprocity, the estimated uplink channels are used for downlink
precoding, and the precoded signals are transmitted from BS to the users.

2.1

Uplink pilots transmission

For each received OFDM symbol, the signal vector on all subcarriers at the rth antenna at the jth BS is
given by1)
Yrj =

Q X
K
X

Xrqk H̃rqjk + Zrj ,

(1)

q=1 k=1

1) Seen from (1), since in this paper the different received parameters with respect to the rth BS antenna, such as Yrj ,
Xrqk , H̃rqjk and Zrj , are only considered, we will drop the antenna index r for simplicity.
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where Yj = [yj0 , . . . , yjN −1 ]T , Xqk is N -dimensional diagonal signal matrix from the kth user in the qth
cell, its diagonal entries are CN (0, 1)2) , Zj = [zj0 , . . . , zjN −1 ]T is CN (0, IN ) noise vector. H̃qjk is N × 1
channel frequency
√response vector between the jth BS and the kth user in the qth cell, H̃qjk = FN L Cqjk ,
where FN L is 1/ N times the first L columns of Discrete Fourier Transform (DFT) matrix, Cqjk is the
L × 1 vector representing the CIR between the jth BS and the kth user in the qth cell, and is given by
1

2
Cqjk = Dqjk
Gqjk ,

(2)

where Gqjk is the L × 1 small-scale fading coefficients vector, and let gqjkl be the lth element of Gqjk ,
gqjkl ∼ CN (0, 1). Dqjk is L-dimensional diagonal matrix whose diagonal elements are dqjkl , where dqjkl
is assumed to be non-negative constant with respect to l and k, corresponding to path-loss and shadow
fading coefficients. Since dqjkl changes slowly, it is simplified as dqj , and dqj is usually less than 1.
2.2

Downlink precoded data transmission

The received signal Ujn of all K users at the nth subcarrier in the jth cell is expressed as (for simplicity,
the subcarrier index n is neglected)
Uj =

Q
X
p
λq Hqj Aq Eq + Vj ,

(3)

q=1

where Aq is M × K precoding matrix, Eq = [eq1 , . . . , eqk ]T is K × 1 signal for the K users in the qth
1
cell, Eq ∼ CN (0, IK ), and Vj = [vj1 , . . . , vjK ]T is CN (0, IK ) noise vector. λq = E[ 1 tr{A
is average
AH }]
K

q

q

power constraint factor. Hqj = [hqj1 , . . . , hqjK ]T is K × M channel propagation matrix between the K
1

2
, h̃qjk is fast fading coefficients vector,
users in the qth cell and the BS in the jth cell, and hqjk = h̃qjk dqj
T
h̃qjk = [hqjk1 , . . . , hqjkM ] , hqjkm ∼ CN (0, 1). The received signal from the kth user is given by

ujk =

Q X
K
X
p
λq hqjk aqp eqp + vjk ,

(4)

q=1 p=1

where aqp is the pth column of Aq . The achievable rate Rjk of the kth user in cell j is expressed as [26]

Rjk = log2 1 + ρDL
(5)
jk ,
where ρDL
jk is the associated signal-to-interference-plus-noise ratio (SINR), and is given by
ρDL
jk =

3
3.1

λj |E[hjjk ajk ]|2
P
.
1 + λj var[hjjk ajk ] + (q,p)6=(j,k) λq E[|hjqp aqp |2 ]

(6)

Design of multi-cell H-inf channel estimation and precoding with different
thresholds
The scheme of H-inf channel estimator

As for CE in massive MIMO systems, the core concept of the H-inf criterion is to seek for a CE method
that the ratio between the CE error and the input noise/interference is less than a given threshold.
Considering all the users in the jth cell, given a positive scalar sjj,UL for uplink, the objective function
of the H-inf CE in the jth cell satisfies
sup
Zj

kĈjj − Cjj k2W
< sjj,UL ,
kZj k2

(7)

2) In most related literatures, the signal power of users are generally normalized, e.g., setting the same average transmit
power. In this paper, the normalized power for Xqk is used in Section 6, however, before Section 6 we assume that the signal
Xqk follows CN (0, 1), like [25], for purpose of high-dimension matrix approximation and closed-from expression analysis.
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where Ĉjj is an LK × 1 vector, denoting the CIR vector to be estimated between all the users in
T
T
the jth cell and the BS in the jth cell, Cjj = [Cjj1
, . . . , CjjK
]T , W > 0 is a weighting matrix, and
2
H
kĈjj − Cjj kW = (Ĉjj − Cjj ) W (Ĉjj − Cjj ). It should be noted that the H-inf CE is generally a
suboptimal solution to the problem because sjj,UL is not necessarily minimum.
According to [29], the H-inf CE can be described as
Ĉjj = βα−1 Tj† Yj ,

(8)

where Tj = [Tj1 , . . . , TjK ], Tjk = Xjk FN,L . β = M21 + M22 ζj , α = M11 + M12 ζj , are both LK × LK
matrices. ζj is an LK ×LK diagonal matrix, where its diagonal elements satisfy max(|ζ1 |, . . . , |ζLK |) < 1,
and ζ1 = · · · = ζLK . M11 , M12 , M21 , M22 can be expressed as
1

−1

M11 = ΞΨj2 + Ψj 2 ,
1

M21 = ΞΨj2 ,

−1

1

2
M12 = sjj,UL
ΞW 2 ,

−1

1

1

1

(9)

2
2
M22 = sjj,UL
ΞW 2 − sjj,UL
W 2,

−1
where Ψj = Tj† Tj = ILK if quadrature phase shift keying (QPSK) is adopted, Ξ2 = (Ψj − s−1
jj,UL W )
and Ξ1 can be obtained by the canonical factorization of ILK + Ξ2 .
Actually, Tj† Yj is the single-cell maximum likelihood (ML) CE. So, Eq. (9) can be rewritten as follows:
ML
,
Ĉjj = γjj,UL Ĉjj

(10)

where γjj,UL = βα−1 . Eq. (10) can be considered as a filter matrix γjj,UL applied to the ML estimation.
Thus, the performance of H-inf CE will depend on the design of γjj,UL .
The channels in the current cell (Cjj ) is estimated by (8), while the channels between cells (Cqj ) can
be obtained directly via the similar process, just by using different signal from other cells (Tq ). With
respect to the H-inf CE, the optimization problem of H-inf, to a great extent, depends on the thresholds.
If the coordinated precoding is considered, the achievable rate in a multi-cell scenario does not depend
only on the threshold of the current cell. Thus, it is assumed that the thresholds between cells (sqj,UL ,
j 6= q) are not the same as the threshold within the same cell (sjj,UL ), i.e., sjj,UL 6= sqj,UL . The achievable
rate of selecting different values of thresholds will be analyzed and evaluated in Sections 5 and 6.
3.2

The scheme of H-inf precoding

We formulate an optimization problem for determining the precoding matrices. Consider the signal and
interference terms corresponding to the BS in the jth cell, and define two parts in the following objective
function. The first part is the precoding error which is defined as the difference between the original
signal generated by the jth BS and the precoded signal received at the users in the jth cell. The second
part is the noise/interference from all the other cells experienced by the users in the jth cell.
Following the idea of H-inf criterion described above, the concept of the H-inf precoding is to find a
precoding matrix Aj , so that the ratio between the two parts is less than a prescribed positive threshold
sjj,DL for downlink. The objective function of the H-inf precoding is expressed as
p
p
k λj Hjj Aj Ej − λj Ej k2W
< sjj,DL ,
(11)
sup
PQ p
√
k
λ H A E + V k2
λj Hqj Aj Ej +Vj

q6=j

j

qj

j

j

j

p
p
p
p
where k λj Hjj Aj Ej − λj Ej k2W = ∇H W ∇, ∇ = λj Hjj Aj Ej − λj Ej . Solving (11), a closedform solution to the precoding matrix Aj is given by [36]
†
Ĥjj
(rjj,DL ∆1 + ∆2 )
Âj =
,
(12)
2
q
P
−1
†
2
rjj,DL
∆21 + 4rjj,DL λj 2 Vj EjH , rjj,DL is a positive scalar. Note
Ĥ
,
∆
=
where ∆1 = IK + Q
Ĥ
2
qj
jj
q6=j

that Ĥjj is a K × M estimated channel matrix of nth subcarrier between the K users in the jth cell and
the jth BS, which is obtained by applying (8). The similar process for Ĥqj is straightforward.
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To obtain an ideal solution in (12), Vj and EjH should be given. When M is close to infinity, the effects
of small-scale fading will vanish [4], and the approximate expression ignoring Vj and EjH can be given by
†
+
Âapp
= rjj,DL Ĥjj
j

rjj,DL

Q
X

†
†
Ĥjj
Ĥqj Ĥjj

.

(13)

q6=j

|

{z

}

considering inter-cell interference

According to (13), the approximate solution of precoding matrix Âj considers the inter-cell interference.
In order to reduce the high complexity caused by pseudo-inverse, the following Lemma 1 is applied.
Lemma 1. Let X be K × M matrix, and the elements of X are CN ∼ (0, 1), when M is large and
M ≫ K , then
 H 
X X
≈ IK .
(14)
M
M≫K
By applying Lemma 1, Eq. (13) can be simplified as
Âapp
=
j

Q
X
rjj,DL
rjj,DL
H
H
H
Ĥ
+
Ĥjj
Ĥqj Ĥjj
.
jj
2
2
M djj rjj,UL
(M djj rjj,UL
)2

(15)

q6=j

By using the approximation of large system dimension, the pseudo-inverse in (13) are vanished.

4
4.1

Performance analysis
Parameters analysis of matrix W , sjj,DL and sjj,UL

Because of different objective function (7) and (11), it is possible for the thresholds in the uplink and
downlink to give different contribution to the performance. So, in this paper, the downlink threshold
sjj,DL for H-inf precoding is defined as a different value compared to the uplink threshold sjj,UL for H-inf
CE. The performance of setting different thresholds in the uplink and downlink will be assessed in the
following theoretical analyses and simulation experiments.
According to [29, 36], W is a diagonal matrix. Define W = wIK , where w denotes the diagonal
elements of W , and then w < sjj,DL is required. When W is fixed, the monotonic relations between
sjj,UL and rjj,UL is generally presented [29]. Besides, in this paper, W is used in the uplink and downlink,
and it is not difficult to find w < sjj,UL .
4.2

Downlink achievable rate analysis of proposed scheme in finite system dimension

The existing researches characterized their proposed schemes by analyzing the achievable rate, mainly
based on the assumption of infinite system dimension [25,26], however, it is not the case in practice. When
finite system dimension is considered, although the exact achievable rate during downlink transmission
is hard to derive, an approximate lower bound shown in the Theorem 1 can be derived.
Theorem 1. Considering finite system dimension, by using H-inf criterion in CE and precoding, the
lower bound of the asymptotically achievable rate of the kth user in the jth cell is given by
!
2
d
r
jj
jj,UL
H-inf
.
(16)
Rjk
> log2 1 + PQ
2
q6=j dqj rqj,UL
Proof.

See Appendix A.

Remark 1. Since rjj,UL (rqj,UL ) and sjj,UL (sqj,UL ) have the monotonic relations [29], adjusting the
value of sjj,UL (sqj,UL ) is equivalent to adjusting rjj,UL (rqj,UL ). Accordingly, the mitigation to PC can
be implemented by adjusting the uplink thresholds sjj,UL and sqj,UL . Furthermore, it seems that the
performance is irrelevant to the downlink threshold sjj,DL (sqj,DL ).
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Downlink achievable rate analysis of different CE and precoding schemes

To assess the performance of the proposed scheme, the approximate achievable rate during downlink
transmission by using different CE and precoding schemes will be analyzed in the following three cases.
4.3.1 The H-inf CE used in the uplink
Single-cell ZF and MMSE precoding methods in the downlink are introduced [23, 24], and the case when
SNR → ∞ is considered. The following Theorem 2 can be obtained.

Theorem 2. By using H-inf CE and single-cell ZF (MMSE) precoding, considering SNR → ∞, the
asymptotically achievable rate of the kth user in the jth cell is given by
!
2
djj rjj,UL
ZF
MMSE
lim Rjk , Rjk
= log2 1 + PQ
.
(17)
2
SNR→∞
q6=j dqj rqj,UL

Proof.

See Appendix B.

Remark 2. Similar to Theorem 2, when the H-inf CE is used, the PC can also be mitigated by adjusting
the values of uplink thresholds, even if the H-inf precoding is not used. Since the inter-cell interference
is neglected in this precoding methods, the achievable rate is worse than that of rate by using H-inf
precoding.
Referring to Theorems 1 and 2, no matter what kind of precoding methods are used, the H-inf CE is
an essential way to suppress the PC.
4.3.2 The H-inf precoding used in the downlink
The MMSE CE is introduced, and for finite system dimension case the following Theorem 3 is obtained.
Theorem 3. By using MMSE CE and H-inf percoding, considering finite system dimension, the lower
bound of the asymptotically achievable rate of the kth user in the jth cell is given by
!
djj
MMSE-CE
.
(18)
Rjk
> log2 1 + PQ
q6=j dqj
By using the similar derivation to Theorem 1, we can obtain Theorem 3. The detailed proof is neglected
due to the limited space.
Remark 3. When MMSE CE is used, the achievable rate depends only on the values of direct gain djj
and cross gain dqj , however, these two parameters cannot be controlled by the designer in practice.
4.3.3 Without use of H-inf criterion in the uplink and downlink
We assess the achievable rate when MMSE CE and single-cell ZF (MMSE) precoding are adopted, and
the case when SNR → ∞ is considered. The following Theorem 4 can be obtained.

Theorem 4. By using MMSE CE and single-cell ZF (MMSE) precoding, considering SNR → ∞, the
asymptotically achievable rate of the kth user in the jth cell is given by
!
djj
ZF
MMSE
lim Rjk , Rjk
= log2 1 + PQ
.
(19)
SNR→∞
q6=j dqj

By using the similar derivation to Theorem 2, we can obtain Theorem 4. The detailed proof is neglected
due to the limited space.

Remark 4. Similar to Theorem 3, when MMSE CE is used, the achievable rate also depends only on
the values of djj and dqj . Without considering the inter-cell interference from other cells in this precoding
scheme, the worse achievable rate is obtained compared to that of rate by using H-inf precoding.
Referring to Theorems 1–4, no matter what kind of CE method is used, the H-inf precoding is another
way to suppress the PC.
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Achievable rate for different CE and precoding schemes

CE

Precoding

H-inf

Single-cell ZF (MMSE)

Approximate achivable rate per user


2
djj rjj,UL
log2 1 + PQ
2
q6=j

H-inf

Multi-cell H-inf

MMSE
MMSE

> log2

Multi-cell H-inf



1+

> log2

Single-cell ZF (MMSE)

log2

dqj rqj,UL

2
djj rjj,UL

PQ

q6=j





1+

1+

2
dqj rqj,UL

djj
PQ
q6=j

djj
PQ
q6=j

dqj

dqj







Number of complex multiplications

109
108
107
106
105
104
50

Figure 2

4.4

Reduced by an order of magnitude

H-inf (12)
H-inf (15)
MMSE based [26]

100 150 200 250 300 350 400 450 500
Number of BS antennas

Complexity comparisons between our proposed H-inf precoding schemes and MMSE based precoding in [26].

Summary of achievable rate for different CE and precoding schemes

To assess the achievable rate of the proposed H-inf criterion scheme, Table 1 is given for comparisons.
According to Table 1, the following conclusions can be drawn:
(1) By using H-inf precoding, the achievable rate can be improved by mitigating the PC due to
considering inter-cell interference.
(2) Introducing the H-inf CE can mitigate the PC, by adjusting the uplink thresholds within the same
cell (sjj,UL ) and between cells (sqj,UL ).
(3) Joint use of H-inf criterion in CE and H-inf precoding, a dual suppression to the PC is provided,
compared to other existing schemes. Moreover, the performance of precoding only depends on the uplink
thresholds sjj,UL and sqj,UL .

4.5

Complexity comparisons for different precoding methods

The number of complex multiplications for each estimated precoding matrix are considered as a complexity metric. Assuming Q = K = 4, a comparison of complexities between our proposed H-inf precoding
in (12) and (15), and MMSE based precoding investigated in [26] is given in Figure 2.
Due to requiring two pseudo-inverse operations, the complexity of the H-inf precoding (12) will be
the highest (i.e., O(M 3 )), compared with MMSE based precoding in [26] which requires one inverse
operations. Thus the computational complexity of these two precoding methods grows remarkably as
the number of antennas at the BS increases. With respect to (15), by using the approximation of large
system dimensions, the pseudo-inverse operations of the H-inf precoding (12) are eliminated, and the
computational complexity is reduced by an order of magnitude (i.e., O(M 2 )).
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Figure 3 Average per-user rate for different thresholds
between cells.

5

6.5
Average rate per user (bits/s/Hz)

Average rate per user (bits/s/Hz)

6.0

H-inf CE + m-H-inf (15) M=200
H-inf CE + m-H-inf (15) M=300
H-inf CE + m-H-inf (15) M=400
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5.5
5.0
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0.2

0.3

0.4 0.5 0.6 0.7 0.8
Thresholds between cells

0.9

1.0

Figure 4 Average per-user rate for different M versus
thresholds between cells at sjj,UL = 1.

Simulation results

We investigate the performance of the proposed schemes through simulations. It is assumed that there
are Q = 4 cells, and K = 4 users in each cell. Phase shifted orthogonal pilot is adopted to estimate the
channels [33] and is reused in all the cells. L = 8 multi-path channels are assumed. It is assumed the scale
factor w = 0.1 for all simulations. The thresholds sjj,DL of H-inf precoding is 1, and the thresholds of
H-inf CE sjj,UL and sqj,UL are set to be not larger than 13) . For all k, djqk = 1 when j = q, and djqk = a
when j 6= q , and a = 0.1 from Figure 3 to Figure 6. The uplink SNR is 10 dB, and downlink SNR is
20 dB. OFDM subcarriers N = 128, cyclic prefix is 16, and normalized signal power for QPSK is used. In
the following simulations, the single-cell OFDM based CE methods are used in the uplink. Each scheme
simulated is simply expressed as a combination of “X CE + Y”, which means that X CE and Y precoding
are considered respectively in uplink and downlink. Specifically, for precoding methods, single-cell and
coordinated processing (multi-cell) methods are expressed as “s-Y” and “m-Y” respectively.
5.1

Selection of sjj,UL and sqj,UL

As analyzed in Section 4, the performance of our schemes is relevant to the selection of sjj,UL and sqj,UL .
Thus, the simulation experiments are performed in two cases: (1) For a fixed value of sqj,UL , the effect
of varying sjj,UL is evaluated. (2) For a fixed value of sjj,UL , the effect of varying sqj,UL is evaluated.
Figure 3 shows the achievable rates per user for different thresholds sqj,UL as a function of sjj,UL at
M = 200. It can be seen that when sqj,UL is 0.2, 0.5, 0.7 or 1, the achievable rates are not sensitive to
the value of sjj,UL which ranges from 0.2 to 1. On the other hand, the performance of our scheme could
be improved by decreasing the value of sqj,UL . In order to characterize the effect of sqj,UL in detail, the
following experiment is undertaken to give a clear assessment. Figure 4 shows the achievable rates for
different M as a function of sqj,UL at sjj,UL = 1. The thresholds sqj,UL are assumed to be gradually
increased from 0.2 to 1. As depicted in the figure, for different values of M , when sjj,UL is fixed, the
achievable rate per user decreases as the value of sqj,UL increases, according to Theorem 1.
In Figures 3 and 4, sqj,UL can be considered as a filter performance level of the H-inf CE towards
the channels between cells. Since the coordinated precoding mitigates the PC by utilizing the channel
information between cells, when sqj,UL is decreased, the performance of H-inf precoding will be improved,
and thus for the system performance. Therefore, in a multi-cell scenario, the performance, to a great
extent, depends on the mitigation to the inter-cell interference. Furthermore, it is observed that the H-inf
CE is a good way for multi-cell scenario to mitigate the PC.
3) In our simulations, we observe the performance of H-inf CE and precoding are not very sensitive when the thresholds
is larger than 1.
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Figure 5 Average per-user rate for different CE and
precoding schemes versus the number of BS antennas at
sqj,UL = 1.
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Figure 6 Average per-user rate for different joint CE and
precoding schemes versus the number of BS antennas at
sqj,UL = 0.2.

Performance comparisons between different schemes

From the above, the performance of our scheme is enhanced by decreasing the value of sqj,UL , and the
minimum and maximum can be obtained respectively in the given range. For purposed of comparing our
scheme to the existing schemes, the experiments will be performed in the following two cases: sqj,UL = 1
and sqj,UL = 0.2.
Figure 5 illustrates the achievable rates by adopting different CE and precoding schemes with the
number of BS antennas at sqj,UL = 1. It can be seen that the H-inf percoding (15) can provide the
same performance as the H-inf precoding (12) when M > 100, which is because the small-scale fading
is averaged out for large M . Thus, a substitute for (12) by approximately utilizing (15) is reasonable in
large-scale MIMO case. Compared to the schemes which use single-cell precoding (ZF or MMSE) cases,
the multi-cell H-inf precoding exhibits significant advantage by considering inter-cell interference, which
suppresses the PC and improve the achievable rate. It is also observed in those multi-cell precoding
designs that when sqj,UL = 1 the performance of using H-inf CE is much worse than that of using MMSE
CE which provides the optimal filter performance. This phenomenon means that the H-inf CE is not
always good for any values of sqj,UL . Since the performance of H-inf CE depends on the value of thresholds
and the signals from other cells are assumed to be sent synchronously, the filter performance level to the
channels between cells should be enhanced, that is, the values of sqj,UL should be decreased.
Figure 6 shows the achievable rates for different CE and precoding schemes as a function of the number
of BS antennas at sqj,UL = 0.2. As expected, the scheme which adopts single-cell CE and single-cell
precoding gets worse performance without considering the mitigation to inter-cell interference. Similar to
Figure 5, when M > 100, the H-inf precoding (15) can obtain the same performance as the H-inf precoding
(12). It is shown in those multi-cell precoding designs that when sqj,UL = 0.2, the filter performance
level to the channels between cells is enhanced, the performance of using H-inf CE is improved obviously
compared to Figure 5, which indicates that the PC can be suppressed dramatically by adjusting the value
of sqj,UL . In this case, the dual mitigation by utilizing the H-inf criterion in both uplink and downlink
exhibits significant gains compared to nearly all the schemes. Furthermore, its performance is almost
the same as the scheme of using optimal MMSE CE. All the results shown in this figure validate the
analysis in Section 4, indicating that the use of H-inf criterion in both uplink and downlink provide a
better mitigation to the PC than other schemes.
Figure 7 illustrates the performance of four CE and precoding schemes versus different cross gains (a)
at sqj,UL = 0.2 and M = 200. Seen from the figure, the achievable rates per user for all schemes show
gradual degradation as cross gain increases. The PC impact is very significant if cross gain is in the
same order of direct gain. Even so, it can also be seen that significant advantage by using H-inf criterion
in both uplink and downlink for a wide range of values of cross gain. For example, when a = 0.1, the
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Average per-user rate for different precoding methods versus different values of a, at sqj,UL = 0.2 and M = 200.

proposed dual mitigation scheme to the PC has about 1 bits/s/Hz gain than the other three schemes.
Furthermore, as the cross gain is increased up to 1, that is, cross gain is equal to direct gain, the gap is
further widen. Therefore, the proposed H-inf CE and H-inf precoding scheme performs well in the worst
case where the cross gain is of the same order of direct gain.

6

Conclusion

This paper investigated the CE and precoding scheme by applying H-inf criterion in massive MIMO
systems. The effect of different thresholds on downlink achievable rate for H-inf CE and precoding
is considered. The asymptotic analysis for large system dimension was utilized to simplify the high
complexity of H-inf precoding. The achievable rate per user for different CE and precoding schemes were
assessed. The conclusions are as follows:
(1) The H-inf CE is capable of mitigating the PC by adjusting the thresholds for different cells.
Specifically, the H-inf CE is not sensitive to the threshold within same cell (sjj,UL ) and depends mainly
on the decreasing value of thresholds between cells (sqj,UL ). In a multi-cell scenario, the mitigation to
the inter-cell interference plays an important role in improving the performance.
(2) By using the approximation, the computational complexity of the solution of precoding is reduced
by an order of magnitude. Moreover, when the number of antennas at the BS is large, the performance
loss of the approximate solution is negligible.
(3) Joint use of H-inf criterion in CE and precoding can provide dual mitigation to the PC. The
performance of precoding depends only on uplink thresholds sjj,UL and sqj,UL .
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Proof of Theorem 1

For convenient analysis, (13) is divided into two parts
Âapp
= Â1 + Â2 ,
j
where âjk1 is defined as the kth column of Â1 , Â1 =
PQ
r
H
H
Â2 = (M d jj,DL
q6=j Ĥjj Ĥqj Ĥjj .
r2
)2

(A1)

rjj,DL
H,
Ĥjj
2
M djj rjj,UL

and âjk2 is defined as the kth column of Â2 ,

jj jj,UL

Since the exact closed-form solution cannot be obtained for finite system dimension, we investigate the lower bound
of SINR, and thus the achievable rate. The column-vectors of Ĥqj and Ĥjj are asymptotically orthogonal, and it is not
difficult to derive E[ĥjjk âjk2 ] = 0, and then var[ĥjjk âjk2 ] = E[|ĥjjk âjk2 |2 ].
From the denominator of (6), one obtains
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In (A2), the term E[|ĥjjk âjk1 |2 ] is expressed as
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where the expectation and variance of ĥjjk âjk1 are given by
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is standard normal distribution and M
m=1 |ĥjjkm | is generalized Chi-square distribution, we get
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In (A2), the term E[|ĥjjk âjk2 |2 ] is expressed as
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From (A6) and (A7), (A2) is derived further as
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Referring to (6), the variance is given by
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The power normalization factor λj is given by
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The approximate lower bound of SINR for the proposed scheme is given by
ρDL
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Thus, Theorem 1 is proved.
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Proof of Theorem 2

Since the single-cell MMSE precoding will approach the single-cell ZF precoding when SNR → ∞ [23, 24], we evaluate the
performance of ZF. âjk is defined as the kth column of ÂZF
j . Considering H-inf CE in the uplink, the expectation and
variance of ĥjjk âjk are given by
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In addition, the power normalization factor λj is given by
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The asymptotically lower bound of SINR by using single-cell ZF and MMSE precoding is given by
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Thus, Theorem 2 is proved.
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